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Abstract
Over the last 30 years, conservative power in the United States, financed and organized by Christian fundamentalist
sects, the Catholic Church, and conservative corporate and political leadership, has become more threatening and
potentially destabilizing of progressive democratic principles and practices. Powerful interlocking political, financial
and social forces are arrayed against women in many Southern and Western states. They are having destructive
effects on women’s ability to control their fertility and maintain bodily integrity and health. Poor women and
women of color are disproportionately affected by restrictions on abortion services. Strategically developed
interventions must be initiated and managed at every level in these localities. It is urgent to coordinate and
empower individuals, multiple organizations and communities to engender effective changes in attitudes, norms,
behavior and policies that will enable women to obtain reproductive health services, including abortion care. This
paper describes contextual factors that continue to decimate U.S. women’s right to health and, then, describes a
community organizing-social action project in a number of US’ states aimed at reversing the erosion of women’s
right to have or not to have children.
Part I. The Problem
Introduction
Over the past 30 years, intensifying in the last decade,
Christian fundamentalists and the Catholic Church in
some United States’ Southern and Western states have
mobilized congregants, funds, political campaigns, and
legislative and judicial support to effectively transform
private religious norms and morality about sex and
family structure into public law. This has resulted in an
erosion of women’s autonomy and reproductive rights
in these states.
Religious discourse has now become a vehicle used by
politicians and legislators to advance conservative ideol-
ogy and morality. Charismatic evangelists preach from
the pulpits of their mega-churches via television denoun-
cing President Obama as the Anti-Christ and women
who obtain an abortion as murderers or “baby killers”
tantamount to felons. Such clerics and their churches
also regularly violate their non-profit status by explicitly
promoting political candidates by name and adopting
specific political positions in their weekly sermons [1].
The controlling influence that these wealthy theocrats
exert on public opinion and community social norms is
an unchecked abuse of power.
Anti-female rhetoric, couched in appeals to some sort
of religious morality, has become a routine component
of the American political environment. Rhetoric is one
thing. The reading of scripture into actual law is some-
thing quite different. In fact, the reading of scripture has
become, in some states, the dominant cultural paradigm,
profoundly anti-female and sustaining gender inequality.
Anti-abortion activists have developed a language of
blame and shame. These accusations are based on bibli-
cal passages that form a picture of women who chose to
have an abortion and their physicians as murderers.
Interconnected systems
The Christian Right raises billions of dollars to support
ultra-conservative state-level candidates and legislators to
promulgate their religious views. These philanthropists
have developed interconnected funding priorities and
strategies to advance their public policy agenda. For
example, they provide fellowships and offer professional
supports to public officials. Networks of regional and
s t a t ep o l i c yr i g h t - w i n gt h i n k - t a n k sa n da d v o c a c yo r g a n i -
zations have been created to provide testimony to legisla-
tors and directly influence them. Money from corporate
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dations and owners of media strengthen and expand
their ability to influence public policy [2].
For example, conservative foundations such as The
Heritage Foundation, Focus on the Family and others,
owners of large conservative corporate businesses, such
as Coors Brewery, Curves for Women and several media
conglomerates such as FOX television news undertake
research, produce anti-abortion messages and write anti-
abortion laws and policies in states across the nation [3].
They have established comprehensive and intersecting
communication structures, attracting people to their
ideological viewpoints through proselytizing and the
effective use of popular culture. For example, the Oral
Roberts Mega Church and University in Tulsa,
Oklahoma recently organized a free concert for young
people. Billed as “Genocide: A Night for Life,” the Satur-
day night event propagated the idea that abortion is
equal to genocide for communities of color [4]. These
foundations have provided strategic financial support to
Political Action Committees (PACs), such as the Repub-
lican State Leadership Committee and the Club for
Growth, that lobby for legislation and ballot initiatives
and support pro-life candidates for political office [5].
The corrosive influence of this material and symbolic
power is demonstrated by administrators of human ser-
vice organizations in many Southern and Western states,
who fear that their conservative board members and
philanthropic foundation supporters will destroy their
agencies by withholding funds, if they offer abortion
referrals or services to clients.
Another huge influence has been the Catholic Church
which now owns many health and social service institu-
tions throughout the United States. It has threatened
agencies with the loss of funding, if they offer informa-
tion or referrals to abortion care to clients. Religious
restrictions in secular and state run hospitals that have
merged with or are managed by Catholic hospitals are
interfering with the doctor-patient relationship. Across
the nation, physicians in these hospitals have been pre-
vented from using standard medical treatments, even in
cases of emergency, such as treatment of ectopic preg-
nancy with a drug also used to induce abortion or routi-
nely offering emergency contraception to rape victims
[6]. Poor women and women of color are disproportio-
nately affected by these restrictions. Wealthy women
can and have left their states to secure an abortion.
Legal
The intertwined systems of wealthy religious fundamental-
ists, conservative philanthropic organizations and corpo-
rate magnates have successfully built political alliances
that have resulted in federal and state laws and policies
that restrict access to abortion. Approximately 15-20 legal
restrictions have recently been enacted by conservative
state legislators that seriously curtail access to abortion.
States with the most serious restrictions include: Arkansas,
Idaho, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, North
Dakota, South Dakota, South Carolina, Utah, West
Virginia and Wyoming These laws include the following
restrictions:
(1) Limits on the number of abortions a physician can
perform;
(2) Requirements for abortion facilities to have operat-
ing rooms/surgical centers to perform both medication
(the pill)and surgical abortion;
(3) Forced biased counseling and mandatory delays
(24 hour delays, counseling bans and gag rules, and poli-
cies preventing public hospitals and public employees
from performing or counseling women about abortion);
(4) Permission is granted to health care providers and
entire facilities to refuse to provide abortion services,
(5) Refusal to allow Medicaid (federal health insur-
ance) to cover abortion, thereby, restricting low income
women’s access to abortion;
(6)Requirement of parental consent for young women
to have an abortion; and
(7) Laws stating that only physicians may perform
abortions, preventing advanced practice health profes-
sionals from offering this medical service. Nurse mid-
wives, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants are
often trained in and utilize the same techniques in other
procedures that are needed to perform an abortion. Yet,
these specialists are prohibited by law from performing
this medical service in these states.
A recent tactic by conservative legislators has been the
introduction of fetal personhood laws that confer the
status of personhood to the fetus and unborn child,
making it the victim and ignoring the mental and physi-
cal suffering of the mother. Legislators in North Dakota,
Montana, Maryland, Alabama, and South Carolina have
already introduced bills.
Oklahoma is in the forefront of instituting legal mea-
sures to suspend women’s civil liberties.
Recently, Oklahoma legislators passed a law requiring all
women to undergo an ultrasound test and be shown the
monitor as they listen to a detailed description of the fetus
one hour before having an abortion [7]. The law states
that the “clearest technology” must be used in this test,
which is a vaginal ultrasound. Although other states have
passed similar ultrasound measures, Oklahoma’s law goes
further. It mandates that a doctor or technician set up the
monitor so the woman can see it and to describe the
heart, limbs and organs of the fetus. No exceptions are
made for rape and incest victims. A second measure
passed into law this year prevents women who give birth
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withheld information about fetal anomalies and which
might have resulted in the woman obtaining an abortion
had she been informed [8]. This law, in effect, denies
women critical medical information about the health of
their fetus that might cause them to seek medical inter-
ventions to improve the outcome at birth, or, conversely
to abort a fetus with abnormalities that might lead to
infant death or a lifetime of severe disabilities. The
Oklahoma law legally indemnifies those who mislead or
misinform pregnant women in an effort to impose their
personal beliefs on a patient.
The Oklahoma law basically protects the numerous
Crisis Pregnancy Centers (CPCs) that are funded by con-
servatives and the Catholic Church. There are more than
4,500 CPCs throughout the U.S. Eighty-seven percent pro-
vide medically inaccurate information by recruiting abor-
tion clients through false advertising [9]. These “fake
clinics” mostly rely on volunteer counselors with no recog-
nized counseling or medical training. The primary purpose
is to persuade teenagers and women with unplanned preg-
nancies to choose motherhood. Neither abortions nor
referrals to abortion clinics are provided. Women describe
being harassed, bullied and given blatantly false informa-
tion by CPCs. Many CPCS offer free ultrasounds of the
fetus to pregnant women and often do not have techni-
cians who are trained and licensed to interpret the
ultrasound.
Finally, another law that was debated, but not yet
passed by the Oklahoma state legislature in 2010 would
allow the woman, her spouse, her parents, siblings, guar-
dian or current or former licensed health care provider
to sue for damages, if she does not have this ultrasound
[10]. If enacted, this law would de-individualize the
woman, restoring something like clan ownership of her
body. Through its multi-kin and health care provider
intrusiveness, it would seem to imply that women are
chattel or owned by the family and community. The
laws discussed above are used as primary instruments to
suspend women’s civil liberties.
Health care and the Government
Health care decisions are increasingly made by managers
and insurers in the US with different views about abortion
instead of by doctors and their patients. This bolsters anti-
abortion laws and policies. A large number of HMOs,
group practices, hospitals (especially Catholic Health Sys-
tem hospitals) and clinics have blunt “no abortion” poli-
cies. The recent federal Affordable Care Act imposes
restrictions on access to abortion care and affects abortion
coverage in private insurance plans in an unprecedented
manner. The law excludes family planning from medical
insurance [11].
Targeting communities of color
Two fundamentalist organizations, Radiance and
Bound for Life, have introduced a campaign equating
the Constitutional right to an abortion with an act of
genocide against women and communities of color.
Huge billboard advertisements have been erected in
the state of Georgia proclaiming that “Black Children
are an Endangered Species because of abortion.” This
campaign is directed at African Americans, Latinos,
Native Americans, and prison inmates– the very
populations that have historically suffered in the
United States from forced sterilization, testing of clini-
cal drugs without true informed consent and racist
practices and policies. The idea is propagated that
white organizations (e.g., Planned Parenthood, abor-
tion clinics, pro-choice OBGYN physicians, etc.) want
to prevent the birth of children of color in some hor-
rendous genocidal plot. Attacks such as these against
women’s Constitutional freedom are inextricably inter-
twined with the long-standing American scourge of
racism.
Economic Constraints
The current economic crisis has resulted in women not
being able to pay for expensive contraceptives (monthly
hormonal, IUDs). Even middle class women delay abor-
tions in order to gather funds [10]. Most private health
insurance companies do not pay for abortion or contra-
ception. Laws have been enacted that disallow low-
income women who have federal health insurance
(Medicaid) from having an abortion paid for by this
insurance. The new federal health care reform legisla-
tion even disallows private insurance companies from
paying for abortions, if they also receive any type of fed-
eral support to cover women who had not been pre-
viously insured.
Lack of medically accurate information about
reproductive and sexual health
Under the Bush Administration, $1.5 billion in tax dol-
lars funded abstinence-only reproductive health and sex-
education programs. This has been despite of the fact
that research has clearly demonstrated that abstinence-
only programs are ineffectual in preventing teen
pregnancy [11,12]. One conservative Ohio Website that
promotes Abstinence Till Marriage (ATM) for young
women received $1.6 million in federal grants for “edu-
cational outreach.” In 2009, this ATM website not only
contained misinformation, but promoted violence
against women (in essence, condoning rape) until
women’s rights advocates demanded that the misogynist
propaganda be removed (see: http://www.psclebanon.
org/atm.html).
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Anti-abortion protestors harass women clients, physi-
cians and their staff at clinics, and at home. Threats on
the lives of clinic directors have become so common
that they are no longer reported in the public press. For
example, in some states, Catholic school children wear-
ing their school uniforms are brought to protest in front
of abortion clinics by adults screaming invectives of
“baby killer and murderer” at clients and staff. And this
sort of behavior seems normal across the conservative
states. Protestors routinely sneak into the clinics causing
havoc. In two Southern clinics, protestors cut holes in
the wall and pumped butyric acid into the clinics caus-
ing them to be closed for weeks. Operation Rescue/
Operation Save America have printed WANTED posters
with photos of doctors who perform abortions and have
distributed them at the doctors’ homes, offices and in
their neighborhoods. This extremist tactic was carried
out in Pensacola, Florida in the 1990s and preceded the
murders of two other providers and a clinic volunteer
[13]. The increasingly violent rhetoric about “baby kill-
ers” can result in real violence as seen in the recent
murder in Kansas of physician George Tiller who pro-
vided abortion care. Amidst such domestic terrorism,
few physicians are willing to provide abortions in these
states.
Stigma and harassment about abortion leads to public
humiliation of women and their physicians. Protestors
routinely photograph women and staff entering clinics.
Photos, captioned “murderer,” are then posted on
c h u r c hw a l l so rn e a rt h ew o m e n ’sa n ds t a f fm e m b e r s
children’s schools. These propagandistic attacks on
women have resulted in the loss of jobs, being barred
from churches, community events, etc. Fearing stigmati-
zation and public accusations as “murderers,” women
(and their supporters) who have abortions have been
effectively silenced. Silence, inadvertently, supports the
“violent perpetrator” label encouraging greater legal
restrictions on women’s bodily integrity.
In some cases, states are active participants in stigma-
tizing women who have had an abortion. For example,
Oklahoma state law requires physicians and clinics to
report detailed personal information to the Department
of Health that will be posted on its website. Although
names are not included, women in tiny rural commu-
nities can readily be identified by this information. The
religious, business and political power in some states
has resulted in a hegemonic silence or neutralization
where even pro-choice individuals will not openly speak
or support abortion rights.
The Orwellian language of the fundamentalist and
conservative forces has stigmatized and labeled women
who seek abortions as “perpetrators of violence.” By
conferring the status of “victim” or displacing the locus
of victimization to the fetus, all women who seek abor-
tions–including “victims of rape and incest”–are
accused of being murderers. Recently, violent talk has
accelerated among the fundamentalist-conservative
right, such as the radio talk show host, Rush Limbaugh.
Inflammatory language and behavior could be inter-
preted as a yearning for violent repression on the part
of some fundamentalists and conservatives [14].
Fundamentalist women and abortion
Women who are members of these fundamentalist con-
gregations and have picketed abortion clinics have,
themselves, sometimes need abortions. They have
entered those very same clinics, but in disguise. The
powerful structural, environmental and symbolic forces
arrayed against abortion make it impossible for these
women to empathize with other women. These women
take on the viewpoint of those who dominate them.
They suffer the shame, humiliation, anxiety, and guilt
that come from accepting the beliefs of the men who
provide the basis of their social identity. Their beliefs
are reinforced by the relations of power and gender
domination in their households, schools, churches, and
communities that constitute their social universe. They
must distance their own experience with abortion from
that of others in order to maintain their moral self
image within the narrow and bounded confines of their
social universe.
Summary
Interlocking structural (legal, economic, health services)
and symbolic systems (using images of victimization,
murder, violence, religious morality, etc.) reward adher-
ence to anti-abortion and anti-female views. Deviation is
punished in many Southern and Western communities
throughout the United States. Growing numbers of peo-
ple and organizations are complicit in defining women
who have abortions as essentially the OTHER. The near
universal silence about abortion in many of these states
makes it appear that the anti-abortion perspective is a
matter of common sense–a taken for granted reality,
and that abortions happen somewhere else, perhaps out-
side of their state. This perception contributes to the
inability to question the experience of all women’sl i v e s
and their need to control their fertility.
The harassment, humiliation and stigmatization of
women in need of abortions and protection of their
reproductive health rights have effectively silenced indi-
viduals and organizations in many US states. The overall
anti-woman strategy includes inflammatory and violent
language, the strength of fundamentalist Christian reli-
gious organizations that are financed by conservative
family foundations, corporate executives, and the media.
Popular culture is used to disseminate ideas equating
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medically incorrect information about sexuality and
reproductive health. This is disseminated through
churches and schools through government-financed and
ineffective abstinence-only programs. The mass media
collude with anti-women’sr i g h t st a l ks h o wh o s t s ,w e b -
sites and blogs. Conservative political apparatus pro-
motes state legislators who vote to increasingly restrict
access to abortion and pass misogynist policies.
These inextricably connected systems and tactics of
humiliation, harassment and stigmatization have effec-
tively silenced even those who are personally pro-choice
and, yet, cannot defy the prevailing norms of their com-
munities, funders, religious leaders, board members, tea-
chers, etc. about the need for abortion services as a
normal part of comprehensive women’s health care.
Their own silence is complicit in obstructing, and more
often than not, denying the right to health and personal
autonomy to women in these states.
Part II: What is to be done?
How do our understandings of the interlocking and self-
sustaining forces of the Christian Right, corporate
America, and political conservatives inform our efforts
to increase access to abortion and return to women the
rightful control over their bodies? Clearly, there is a
need for a multi-dimensional and integrated approach
to this complex problem. It cannot be addressed
piecemeal.
To counteract hegemonic silencing, stigmatization,
and well-founded fears of violence, on one hand, and
the cluster of anti-abortion beliefs and state laws, on the
other, an alternative approach must be tried. A strategy
is needed that is based on the solidarity and collectivity
of all women and the organizations that serve them. To
achieve this, people and organizations must be met
w h e r et h e ya r e .P e o p l e ’s real concerns that emanate
from contradictions within the social system require a
thoughtful response. Simultaneously, a growing aware-
ness of people’s concerns must be nurtured and new
ways to solve those problems identified [15]. Working at
the intersections of multiple issues can create such
change.
A new approach
Funded by a non-profit organization in 2008, an innova-
tive, demonstration project was initiated to increase
access to abortion in several U.S. Southern and Western
states. The chosen states have highly restrictive abortion
laws, little grassroots organizing, marginalized popula-
tions and large rural areas. To avoid sabotage or vio-
lence by anti-abortion extremists, the names of the
states involved and the funding agency will not be
divulged.
The project’s overarching goal was to cultivate a criti-
cal mass of diverse organizations and marginalized com-
munities, capable and willing to re-think training,
service delivery, support and advocacy strategies to pro-
mote reproductive health, including abortion services.
This organizing work took place within the context of
state and population-specific cultures, norms, politics,
and health care systems. It aimed to build alliances
between progressive organizations in each state. The
relationships included the mostly small number of tradi-
tional reproductive rights activists as well as health and
human service organizations that serve women and
marginalized communities. None of these latter organi-
zations and communities has been previously involved
with women’s reproductive rights. The project worked
collaboratively with them to broaden the challenge to
conservative institutions, influence, politics and norms
that thrive in these states.
The Project’s Framework
The project drew upon the success of past social move-
ments. Adhering to a model of feminist organizing, pro-
ject organizers in each state created and maintained
relationships, provided resources to and developmentally
engaged with a diversity of service and advocacy organi-
zations and communities that were new to issues of
reproductive health and rights [16]. This empowerment
process created collaborative knowledge, new initiatives,
and action. Rooted in the thinking of Paolo Freire, the
project embraced the idea that when people come to
their own understandings of oppression, they can create
ways to overcome it [17]. Each state project worked to
articulate a counter-hegemonic account of the objective
realities of how women and families live and how they
understand those realities in relation to reproductive
health and abortion service needs [18].
Deliberative discussion with new organizations and
communities by project organizers encouraged recogni-
tion of the range of women’s reproductive health care
needs, including abortion services. Organizers also
offered financial and practical assistance to agencies to
develop new ways to meet these needs. Such supports
provided to diverse organizations that serve women and
their families enabled them to initiate or strengthen
reproductive health referrals and services for their
clients.
For pragmatic and political reasons, the project did
not focus exclusively on abortion rights. Social control
and political power described earlier have produced uni-
versal fear and intimidation in targeted states. As a con-
sequence, organizations and individuals are afraid to risk
direct involvement in actions addressing the serious lack
of abortion services for their clients, constituents, and
themselves. A sole focus on abortion would have
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and communities with which working partnerships
could be developed. The project’s ability to decrease
barriers and increase access to abortion would, thus,
have been substantially constrained at the outset had
the project had a single issue focus, i.e., only abortion.
Instead, efforts were geared to shifting the discourse
from demonizing women who have abortions to nor-
malizing abortion within women’s health and lives,
thereby, making it every woman’s issue.
From theory to practice
A fundamental premise of this approach is that real and
sustainable change can only occur when members of
local communities directly engage with one another to
strengthen access and service capacity and collectively
increase their influence over political power and policies.
Organizers can create these linkages among agencies
and communities. The project, therefore, hired a lead
organizer for each state, who had a profound knowledge
of cultural differences and political nuances in their
state. Each state organizer, in turn, hired and supervised
other organizers with specific skills and knowledge. As a
result, the locus of control in this initiative was not cen-
tered on outside “experts,” but with insiders who were
well known and respected within their own commu-
nities and who had authority in their local context.
Organizers identified critical contradictions and recog-
nized and seized or created opportunities that might
generate collaborative possibilities. Each state’s project
adhered to the overall framework, goal and objectives.
Yet, each operationalized the work differently based on
the contextual particularities of the state.
Women and others are easy targets of social control
through social, emotional and intellectual isolation.
Thus, the project organizers worked with and through
grass roots organizations that serve women and through
networks of assistance to women. A core strategy was to
engage a diversity of organizations and communities
that had not been previously involved with reproductive
health, but whose clients and constituents would benefit
from greater access to services and care. Diverse com-
munities and organizations were engaged in articulating
and critically examining the intersections of women’s
health and social service needs and the need for abor-
tion. The emphasis was on the shared experiences of
women administrators, staff, clients, constituents regard-
ing reproductive health. When experiences of health
inequality are widely perceived as acute, opposition to
anti-abortion norms can emerge [19]. Thus, relationship
building through collaborative discussions, organiza-
tional assistance and staff development provided to
these new organizations and communities developed a
more coherent narrative of women’s experiences and
need for abortion and other reproductive health services.
This organizing approach facilitated a process that
encouraged thinking about the range of unmet women’s
health care needs, asking questions about these needs,
and, ultimately, meeting those real needs. A more favor-
able terrain was created to disseminate alternative ideas
(i.e., those that are counter-hegemonic to the near-
universal anti-abortion norms) about the range of repro-
ductive health unmet needs, including abortion. Material
support and assistance enabled agencies to develop con-
crete services and/or solid linkages to these services.
Autonomy and flexibility of state organizers
The organizing approach in this initiative was conceived
of as flexible and encouraged creativity by the state
organizers. Different viewpoints were voiced by organi-
zations and communities that stimulated organizers to
think more deeply about and analyze situations as they
arose. This helped solve emerging problems that could
become barriers to effectively meeting goals and objec-
tives [20]. There was also a collaborative advantage in
that the project was implemented simultaneously in sev-
eral states. Organizers shared experiences, problem
solving techniques, and discussed unanticipated chal-
lenges and potentialities across states. This enabled a
“natural” network of organizers to emerge. The funding
agency supported the local state initiatives by providing
the broader conceptual framework, creative ideas and
problem solving, significant funding and fundraising
assistance, substantive resources, technical assistance
regarding knowledge, experience with training and sup-
porting physicians in conservative environments, and
connections to national NGO’s with which local organi-
zers could collaborate.
Risks to organizers
The work of the organizers required courage, commit-
ment and nimbleness. They and their families were at
great personal and professional risk in engaging in this
work. Should the anti-abortion systems identify them,
they and their families could be harassed, potentially
ostracized and possibly violently harmed. Obviously,
harassment and ostracism would damage these organi-
zers’ integrity, credibility and trust within their own
communities and within the organizations and commu-
nities with which they were collaborating. Professionally,
they could be fired from other jobs, be black-listed and
unable to secure future career opportunities. This could
occur despite the fact that abortion was, but, one aspect
of the organizers’ work to ensure that women in their
states can easily obtain the full range of reproductive
health care services. To maintain morale, organizers
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outcomes.
Building a Southern strategy and tactics
Although flexible in the general approach, state organi-
zers followed a basic tactical plan of action to address
how the work should be carried out within the concep-
tual framework. Using a capacity-building model to
engage new organizations and communities, organizers
created their own networks and alliances throughout the
target states. They offered information, developed skills,
and generated collective knowledge as they undertook
grass roots organizing and political advocacy. The
approach was holistic with each activity or component
supporting the other. The ultimate aim of developing
networks of newly involved agencies was to build state
wide organizational infrastructures.
Specific activities with communities and organizations
included: (1) Provision of information, education and
communication, (2) Relationship building through dialo-
gue and critical inquiry with organizations and commu-
nities, (3) Structured collaboration (e.g., help to design a
new service) to identify and carry out interventions,
(4) Organizational development or capacity building,
such as professional training, mentoring, resource devel-
opment, creating collective knowledge, and (5) Building
community capacity by creating and strengthening alli-
ances, linkages, networks and encouraging collaboration
with local progressive networks/coalitions with different
issues and, ultimately, with national-level social justice
organizations.
Ultimately, the work built and supported an organiza-
tional infrastructure in each state that can actively and
vocally support women’s right to comprehensive repro-
ductive health care, including abortion. Local organizers
in each state engaged with new community partners by
using critical inquiry to enhance their understandings of
t h es p e c i f i cn a t u r eo ft h ep r o b l e ma n dt h er e l a t i o n s h i p
of the organization’s mission to reproductive health and
abortion. They, then, collaboratively designed and imple-
mented interventions that will, over time, improve client
or constituent access to reproductive health and abor-
tion care. In the process, strong support systems and
overall commitment and capacity were developed and
solidified.
Creating alliances and building state-wide networks
The work was intended to link organizations, commu-
nities and services both horizontally and vertically: Hori-
zontal linkages were between the human service
agencies and a diversity of communities and reproduc-
tive health care providers. Vertical linkages were
between the new organizations and communities and
existing or new progressive coalitions at the local, state
and national levels. The approach was developmental as
it takes time to accomplish individual behavioral, organi-
zational and social change, especially in extremely con-
servative environments with anti-abortion state laws.
Initially, work entailed making presentations at profes-
sional association meetings (e.g., statewide meetings of
nurses, social workers, environmentalists) or at meetings
of providers of similar services (e.g., housing, jobs, youth
programs). Some organizers convened small meetings of
representatives of specific communities or simply one
human service organization.
Usually, such presentations addressed the dearth of
reproductive services in the state or county and the
health consequences for women and their families. Peo-
ple and agencies were identified from these venues who
expressed an interest in further exploring the topic.
Organizers followed-up and engaged in dialogue with
individuals on a one-to-one basis or in small groups,
drawing the interconnections between their work and
reproductive health, including access to contraception
and abortion.
Organizers worked with lay and professional health care
providers, human service organizations, medical education
and residency programs, and agencies that offered services
to marginalized communities, i.e., rural populations, low
income women, African American, Native Americans, etc.
those groups with the least access to reproductive health
services. Examples of the types of organizations included
were those that provide domestic violence support and
shelter, homeless shelters, outreach to pregnant and par-
enting women living in remote areas; teen parenting and
youth programs; and clergy. Organizers provided informa-
tion and education about reproductive health care includ-
ing abortion, adoption, contraception, STIs, HIV/AIDS
prevention, domestic violence, and postpartum depression.
Mutual learning was the core function of the engage-
ment period. Cultivating mutual respect between orga-
nizers’ values and objectives and those of the new
organizations or communities they worked with was a
necessary first step. Making the importance of conse-
quences of limited access to reproductive health care rele-
vant to the agency’s staff, their families, and clients led to
a request for more in-depth information and serious
reflection [21]. This approach can result in subsequent
action.
Organizers and agency administrators, staff, and even
some Board members listened to one another. By dee-
pening the conversation and elucidating the connections
among HIV prevention and treatment services, for
example, and the need for greater access to comprehen-
sive reproductive health care, including abortion, staff
and administrators often came to their own understand-
ings about how inequalities in these services affect
themselves, their families and their clients. In the
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change their attitudes, thinking, and behavior within
and without the organizations in which they work [22].
Different communities and organizations were at dif-
ferent stages of readiness to reflect on, design and
implement interventions to increase reproductive health
services or referrals to care. With less ready agencies,
discussions focused on defining a less controversial
issue. For example, with an agency that was concerned
with the need for women who flee sexual violence to be
able to quickly and confidentially obtain emergency con-
traception, organizers brainstormed with staff about
alternatives; and then, together, identified and imple-
mented an agency-preferred solution.
For others, points of entry that worked for each
agency, within the context of its culture, infrastructure
and readiness to change were identified and concrete
interventions designed.
Examples of capacity-building
Several capacity-building efforts were used to assist part-
ner organizations and communities to incorporate the
new reproductive health services, including information
and referrals to abortion care, into their missions and
services.
Professional development
Organizers worked with rural outreach staff at different
locations, building upon staff’s trusting relationships
with clients, knowledge of cultural norms and practices,
and the fact that they lived and worked in their own
communities. Organizers engaged with them in learning
new relevant knowledge and enhancing their communi-
cation skills with clients. Capacity-building in this way is
a key to grassroots organizing [23].
Organizers also helped produce local resource guides
to reproductive health care, education, and social ser-
vices and assisted agencies to maintain structured refer-
ral systems to help people obtain services that they need
and want. In some instances, financial support for and
mentoring was provided by organizers to support a
“reproductive health care team leader” within a specific
agency. These team leaders were prepared to continue
training new staff or retrain existing staff. This formal
position helped to guarantee that reproductive health
and abortion information and referrals were routinely
incorporated into service delivery.
Establishing support networks
Some organizers designed state-wide engagement and
networking campaigns with other progressive coalitions,
with community based organizations, human service
and reproductive health care agencies and advocates.
These projects were centered in some of the most
culturally and geographically isolated and poorest
regions of the states. The experiences young women
faced in their efforts to secure reproductive health ser-
vices have been documented. Case histories were used
to educate various audiences through different venues
about the appalling state of reproductive health in the
region. Local advocates and potential advocates were
recruited and trained about these issues. Eventually,
they were assisted to initiate advocacy strategies aimed
at securing an expansion of services. Numerous organi-
zations have committed themselves to be part of sup-
portive networks to ensure that women obtain the
reproductive health services they need by providing
transportation, childcare, funding, a safe house, etc. for
women who must travel seven or more hours to an
abortion clinic in their state.
Engaging new communities
In some states, organizers provided informational work-
shops about reproductive health for their growing immi-
grant populations. Women were identified who wished
to be sources of information and referrals within their
communities. They also acted as personal advocates,
accompanying and translating for community women.
Access to contraception and abortion has enormously
increased in these communities with severe political,
cultural, and economic restrictions on women’sa g e n c y
to obtain such care. Prior to this, most new immigrants
had virtually no access to abortion or other reproductive
health services.
Using technology for information, education, and
referrals
Elsewhere, organizers and their partner agencies identi-
fied the need to address the near-total lack of medically
accurate reproductive health information and service
referrals available for youth and young adults. To
accomplish this, they developed a unique collaboration
with a national organization. Social media internet sites
and new information technologies (twitter, etc.) were
used to inform young people about the range of repro-
ductive health issues, where and how to secure services
to protect themselves against sexually transmitted dis-
eases, and unintended and unwanted pregnancy, etc.
Youth-friendly health care providers and youth develop-
ment programs were an integral part of the project.
Approximately, 10,000 youth and young adults living in
one urban area were reached during the first year of the
project. Organizers also assisted college students to
research available health services at their campus health
centers and engage in actions to demand comprehensive
health care services. Students from these colleges were
supported to attend a national activist conference. Ener-
gized, they designed a statewide young activist forum
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lgbt issues, prisoner treatment, drug policies, labor, etc.
Working with the medical community
In some states, organizing strategies included providing
technical assistance to medical students to help them
learn about relevant laws and policies and to assist them
to become involved in women’s advocacy work. Every
effort was made to identify and organize training for
physicians who were interested in and willing to provide
abortion care. In one state, a physician was assisted by
the project to secure a large grant to routinely train her
residents at an off-site abortion clinic. The physician did
not have the time to write the grant. Nor did she have
the experience to negotiate the training with her medi-
cal institution that is prevented by state law from train-
ing residents or providing elective abortion. Many
medical residents originate in and remain within that
state. They were well-trained and encouraged to provide
abortions. It was anticipated that this committed physi-
cian would also be involved in the mentoring of the
new reproductive health team leaders at the community
agencies with staff who were trained by the project.
What is needed to move from service provision to
advocacy to construct a common pro-women identity?
The organizations that have been newly involved in pro-
viding reproductive health information, referrals or ser-
vices must now be integrated into an effective coalition,
if they are to successfully challenge structural, material,
and symbolic forces that undermine women’sr i g h tt o
control their fertility and their lives. And that is to inte-
grate these groups into advocacy coalitions to ensure
that alliances are not short-lived. There is a desperate
need for the newly involved organizations to work
together across disciplines to construct an identity built
on the collective human rights of women. This is neces-
sary to: (1) break the dominant cultural hegemony of
silence and stigma about abortion, (2) help people to
understand their commonalities with the lives of
women, (3) overcome fear and threats to give critically
needed political support to pro-abortion legislators, and
(4) bring pressure on state and national legislators to
begin to reverse the history of anti-abortion legislation.
In order to be most effective, there is also a need to
work across states to share approaches that yield success
and continue to provide a supportive network for orga-
nizers. Through conference calls and cross-state meet-
ings, state organizers will need to continue to share
materials and ideas and strengthen their mutual support.
Some state organizers have begun to use the internet to
counter the Rightist messages, to decrease social isola-
tion and to mobilize against attacks on women’sc o n s t i -
tutional and human rights. This model suggests the
benefits of seizing upon available opportunities through
existing service providers to disseminate the message,
deliver services, and stimulate women to think about
reproductive health as part of their overall health needs.
In turn, this could help all state organizers to move
ahead with the larger advocacy and social justice agenda.
Taken together, the work can expand health equity,
cement progressive coalitions and build new alliances
and constituencies.
It takes time to engender a counter hegemonic idea to
the dominant anti-abortion consciousness and to
d e v e l o pa ne m e r g e n ta d v o c a c yi d e n t i t yw i t h i nm a n y
diverse organizations or communities that is focused on
women’s right to control their reproduction. Without a
critical mass of engaged communities and organizations,
legislation will remain under the control of powerful
state conservatives and their fundamentalist enablers.
They will continue to disregard the reproductive health
care needs of women, trample on constitutional rights,
and demolish the separation between private, individual
religious beliefs and government’sp u b l i ch e a l t h
responsibility.
Creating vertical alliances
Organizers must introduce organizations to each other
and create broader networks of support. For example,
staff at domestic violence shelters were introduced to
staff at abortion clinics or with pharmacists who stock
emergency contraception. Overall organizational capa-
city is, thereby, strengthened to help clients gain access
to needed care while transforming staff and clients’ pop-
ular notions about pregnancy termination and women’s
right to health.
The next step in this type of work must be to encou-
rage new allies to participate in coalitions or networks
engaged in political action. In creating diverse, new pro-
female/pro-choice constituencies, partners must be
meaningfully integrated into existing or newly created
progressive or reproductive health coalitions. When the
newly involved agencies are ready, they must be helped
to participate in progressive coalitions directed toward
preventing the continued slippage of women’sr i g h t s .
Some organizers have worked to create reproductive
health caucuses within existing coalitions that are other-
wise dedicated to different issues such as: families and
children, LGBT discrimination, prisoner health, worker’s
rights, etc. Others created new structures or coalitions
where none existed. Such work entails dialogue and
advocacy to reframe each distinct issue as everyone’s
issue. It becomes a collective tactic to confront the land-
scape of power within a particular place.
There may be a caveat here. Some of the literature on
organizing suggests that alliances between organizations
tend to be short term and emerge only from a specific
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zers must work with their own states’ progressive coali-
tions to ensure that the new organizations and
community representatives have meaningful roles. They
could begin by working towards cross-agency and cross-
coalition meetings to build relationships in the context
of working together on local health issues or by linking
the local health issue to a national issue. An example
would be advocacy to prevent state legislators from
refusing to participate in specific measures of the health
reform that would help all people in the state [25].
Links to national organizations
State coalitions and national rights organizations can
foster greater social cohesion, equality and solidarity
among and between these newly engaged communities,
organizations and coalitions with other progressive
issues. Over time, organizers must meet with national
reproductive and other rights organizations interested in
and willing to work with the newly involved agencies
that emerged from this work. Such conclaves can bring
more organizers, greater funds, and new ideas into the
target states. In so doing, the need to increase access to
more high quality reproductive health services can
become a priority women’s health issue.
Discrimination and inequality are rarely about one form
of oppression [26]. By linking newly engaged organizations
and communities to diverse progressive coalitions within a
state, and then by linking them with national rights groups
that work to eliminate different inequalities, the projects
can work towards building a broad human rights move-
ment. Currently, elements of this movement remain frac-
tured and lacking in cohesiveness.
Concluding statement
In environments where powerful, wealthy conservatives
use religion to influence political decision-making and
shape and maintain social norms, it is necessary to
develop a critical mass of individuals and diverse organi-
zations that together can and will: (1) offer reproductive
health services or referrals to providers and, eventually,
(2) support advocates at the sate level. Broader constitu-
encies can successfully demand that legislators do not
vote for more restrictions and limitations of the sort
that have decimated reproductive justice and health
equality. This can be accomplished by restructuring,
expanding and shifting balances of power in these states.
The approach described in this paper takes a cumula-
tive and long term view of power and of organizing.
Indigenous knowledge and local leaders help raise con-
sciousness create knowledge, provide material support
to expand referral networks and services, and build
commitment within diverse organizations and commu-
nities in a context-appropriate and acceptable manner.
An external funding agency can play a critical catalytic
role by supporting diverse alliances in order to increase
access to abortion and other reproductive health ser-
vices. The state organizers’ work suggests that people’s
ideas and behavior can be changed as well as their rela-
tionships with themselves, their organizations, and
others. Engaging with people respectfully while fostering
different perspectives is crucial to this task.
The US Constitution gives Americans the basic right
to decide freely about the number, spacing, and timing
of our children – although it has not yet ensured our
right to have the information and means to do so [27].
Right-wing extremists use personal religious beliefs,
states-rights ideology, wealth, and interlocking structural
systems to trample on the philosophy and spirit of the
American Enlightenment. Anti-female beliefs and beha-
vior are maintained as false norms in conservative states.
This ideology and practice is inextricably connected to
the distribution of power and wealth in our society.
We are at a crossroads
If the structural and symbolic violence against women’s
right to health is exacerbated, some of our states could
slip further into an abyss. This paper has described a
multi-level, integrated, locally-designed and implemen-
ted initiative that was operationalized in a number of
U.S. states. Supported and strengthened by outside
funds, resources and expertise, the project enabled inter-
ventions that expanded access to reproductive health
services, including abortion. The approach and interven-
tions present an extraordinary opportunity to begin to
reverse the inequalities growing over the past years.
Power and empowerment are at their core. Organizers
have stimulated behavior change, organizational change,
and created many new alliances. Hopefully, these efforts
can lead to broader collective action to bring about sys-
temic change such that all women will gain what is
truly meant by freedom and human rights
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